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Ex Post
by Nate Speights
Editor
During the past two weeks
Administrators, Faculty,
Alumni, and Students have
made earnest complaints
against Voice concerning edi-
torial policy, journalistic re-
sponsibility, and the proper
role of Voice, a community
newspaper. These complaints
when made void of their emo-
tionalism constitute serious
criticism criticism which
must be dealt with if Voice is
to continue to be a community
newspaper. The aim here is
not to put an end to the com-
plaints, whose emotional con;
THE STUDENTS DO NOT HAVE
ENOUGH INVOLVEMENT WITH THE
FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION.
THERE ARE NO CONFRONTATIONSiOR CONTROVERSIES ON CAMPUS
Volume LXXXVII
ScholarsEiip
To He Voted
by Jim Thomas
President SGA
The past several years many
efforts have been made to in-cre- ase
the availability of financial
aid to students. This year, accord-
ing to figures from the Financial
Aid Office, more than 800 students
are on some type of financial aid.
The need for greater funds is un-
questioned; the source of such
funds remains the problem.
In view of the fact that so many
students ae "directly affected by
the availability of funds, the SGA
is undertaking a project to ex-
press the students' concern rela-
tive to this problem and is pro-
posing that 10 percent of the stu-
dent activity fee be given to fin-
ancial aid. The fund would be ad-
ministered by a small student com-
mittee appointed by the Cabinet
of the SGA working in conjunction
with Dean Riggs. The aid would
go to students whose parents could
contribute 18 or less of the col-
lege cost for room and board,
tuition, and expenses estimated by
the Financial Aid Office to be
$3,800 for the 1970-7- 1 school year
and about $4,000 for the 1971-7- 2
school year.
The organizations of the campus
through the SGA Central Commit-
tee are asking the students to es-
tablish such a fund by a majority
vote in a referendum to be held
this coming Monday. The activity
fee is allocated by the Campus
Council. Technically such a refer-
endum is not needed. However, it
is the SGA's belief that sucha;
break from past precedent must beg
approved by all the students, not
just those who have been elected
to the Campus Council. If the
fund is approved by the student
body, it will be referred to the
Campus Council for their ap-
proval.
The size of the fund would be
approximately $4,800 which is
relatively
.
small compared to the
need, but such a fund would
.demonstrate to those people who
Voice
Needs an Ad Manager for
winter quarter. Salaried posi
tion. Begin training
Facto Declaration Of Principles
tent will always find a way
of coming through and can
never be really dealt with.
Voice hopes to deal with the
rational portion of the com-
plaints, which protest one-sidedne- ss
in presentation, poor
editorial policy, or misinfor-
mation.
Voice is a community news-
paper, which means all mem-
bers of the community Stu-
dents, Faculty, Administration
etc. will be allowed to ex-
press opinions. These opinions
should never be construed as
representing the entire com-
munity or any one segment of
that community. The opinions
PUBLISHED BY THE
A
Referendum
On Monday
relate to and support the College
the type of priorities that the stu-
dents have. There has been much
talk this year and last about
creating a community of concern
at Wooster in which diversified
students can develop their interests
in constructive ways. The ability to
maintain a small college that is
diverse depends directly upon
Wooster's ability to give students
the needed financial aid. All aid
helps.
The question will definitely be
asked as to how such a fund will
(Continued on Page 3)
combo
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by Gary Thornicroft
Last Sunday's concert could very
well be the start of something
big for COW in terms of Big
Name Entertainment. The concept
of the bigger the group, the larger
the crowd was put to the test last
weekend and a capacity crowd of
nearly 5,000 turned out to give
Chicago several standing ovations.
Close to 1,500 students from COW
bought tickets which has got to
set some kind of record for a
single performance of any group
here on campus. Congratulations
are in order for everyone con-
nected with the concert.
The concert became a reality
when, after contacting Chicago
and realizing that Wooster alone
couldn't swing it, the ETC com-
mittee approached Ashland w.ith
the joint concert concept at the
suggestion of Hal Closson. By
booking Chicago last spring just
before their big hits were re-
leased, Wooster and Ashland got
their BNE at a bargain price.
Talking with the group after
the two-and-a-half-h- our program,
revealed that the members of the
group are not in the least spoiled
by their success and very down
to earth. Looking into the future
for Chicago, organist Bob Lamm
said their new album would be
released in January. In closing
this article, a word to the wise: if
the bookstore doesn't order about
1,500 new Chicago albums, look
out . . . !
expressed in the Voice are
those of the individual (who
of course cannot be separated
from the community).
There is no priority estab-
lished differentiating between
individual segments of the
campus. Voice does not cater
to one group. We are at the
present time feeling the rami-
fications of such a policy, tak-
ing form in pressure from
Deans directly in response to
the loss of donations and in
the loss of advertising. We
honestly believe, how ever,
that to cater to any particular
segment would be a contradic-
tion of the community prin
ROHO is Swahili for VOICE
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ALL WORKING STUDENTS
In order to be paid before'
Christmas break, all time re-
ports (daily, work study and
work study summaries) must
be in the Treasurer's office by
NOON on Monday, Nov. 30.
Pay period covers from Nov.
1 thru Nov. 28 except work
study will include thru the
30th. To be paid on Dec. 7,
all time reports must be in
the Treasurer's office by Nov.
30, otherwise, time will be
paid in January.
If you are not going to be
on campus on Dec. 7, leave a
self-address- ed envelope in
the Treasurer's office and your
check will be sent to you. -
Remember the Nov. 30
early deadline!
CW Policv: Honesty
Last year, two important docu-
ments came into being: The Code
of Academic Integrity and the
College Code of Conduct. - While
underscoring a belief in the in-
tegrity and responsibility of each
Wooster student, the codes estab-
lished an operational framework
for the areas of academic and
social honor.
Within this framework, the
Judicial Board (composed of 4
students drawn from a panel of
8, 2 faculty members drawn from
a panel of 4, and 2 personnel
deans) hears certain cases involv-
ing alleged infractions of both the
Code of Academic Integrity and
the Campus Code of Conduct (see
Scots Key p. 11-1- 7 for specific
jurisdiction of Judicial Board).
The codes also established, in
conjunction with the judicial sys-
tem, two other positions those of
Referee and Hearing Counsel.
During the early weeks of this
quarter, the distinctions between
the two positions have been clari-
fied, and provision for a second
Referee was made. The Judicial
Board would like to clarify for the
student body the distinctions publ-
icize the name of the individuals
holding the tide of Referee, and
at the same time, describe the
initial steps in dealing with an in-
fraction of the college codes.
The Code of Academic Integrity
affords two ways of dealing with
academic dishonesty. A student or
faculty member may deal directly
with an infraction, that is, con-
front the individual whose honesty
ciple. Thus while Voice has
an obligation to all members
of the community we can be
neither pro-stude- nt nor pro
administration but only pro-communi- ty.
By being pro-commun- ity
the responsibility is to
represent as many facets of
campus life as possible.
From experience Voice has
found it impossible to compete
with the professional mass
media in covering the news.
We have tried then to create
a vehicle which serves the col-
lege community by providing
an opportunity for individual
expression. We all know the
individual sometimes loses
I-- A'S THE WAY
196 SSS
by Chris Dudbridge
and Steve Grier
According to the information
that the Wooster Information and
Service Center (WISC) has avail-
able at this time it appears that
certain registrants of the Selective
Service System can. cancel their
deferments and conclude their
liability with the SSS in 1970.
All registrants between the ages
of 20 and 26 with lottery numbers
between 196 and 366 may write
their local draft boards and re-
quest that a I-- S, II-- A, II-- S, or
III-A-rcferm-
ent be withdrawn and
at they be classified I-- A. This
request should immediately place
the registrant in the first elibi-bilit- y
group of the lottery pool and
is in question. Within 48 hours
of that conference, the student or
faculty member either may de-
cide that he is convinced of the
innocence of the other party, that
the violation is not serious enough
to warrant further action, or if
deemed necessary, consult with a
member of the faculty, the-Colleg-e
medical director or consulting
psychologist or a dean, andor
submit the case to the Judicial
Board which shall decide the out-
come of the case within one week.
Referee. If a student or faculty
member feels that he is not cap-
able of dealing directly with a case'
of academic dishonesty, he should
talk with either Jan Cottoni or Rod
MacDonald who hold the positions
of Referee. The Referee is a neu
tral party who will speak with the.
individual accused of an intraction
of the Code of Academic Integrity.
From this conference, the Referee
will exercise any one of the op-
tions given above, within 48 hours.
The latter step (submission of case
to Judicial Board) will be taken
only when the accused deems the
alleged violation important enough
that he is willing- - to present him-
self before the Board at a hearing
of the accused. It is also the duty
of the Referees, through means
such as this article, to continually
educate and inform the college
community as to the importance,
structure, and procedures of the
Code of Academic Integrity.
Hearing Counsel. One man and
one woman are selected by mem-(Continu- ed
on Page 3)
sight of fairness when trying
to get his view across.
The position of Voice then
becomes one of creatively pre-
senting the various opinions.
However, Voice is a segment
of the campus and also has a
responsibility to reflect its
views in the form of Editor-
ials.
The' Voice hopes that the
members of the community
can perceive the merit of es-
tablishing such a format. The
merit of mutual exchange of
opinions which should lead to
mutual respect if we deal with
each other rationally.
BECAUSE "PEOPLE ONLY TALK TO
PEOPLE WHO AGREE WITH THEM,
THEREFORE AVOIDING HASSLES."
JIM -- HYMAN,
Asst. Dean of Students
Number 8
Security
since numbers above 195 should
not be reached before Dec. 31,
1970, the registrant's liability
should be concluded this year.
Several qualifications should be
noted. Although the sources for
this information are reliable, the
Selective Service Regulations are
subject to change and may in-
validate this information. Al-
though Curtis Tarr, the director
of the Selective Service, has issued
directives to the local boards not
to draft registrants with numbers
over 195 and to cancel the listed
deferments on request, the local
boards are autonomous and need
not comply with these directives.
Because the Selective Service Re-
gulations are unclear some sources
contend that a registrant must be
eligible-fo- r 30 days before his
liability can be concluded. To
clarify these matters the registrant
should consult the clerk of his
local board before initiating the
procedures given above. For addi-
tional information contact WISC
at 329 W. North St., Wooster
(Chris Dudbridge, Steve Grier,
Trina Grier, or Bob Nye) .
CONCLUSION
White Problem
by Ken Hoover
The white problem is that we
assumed equality came from poli-
tical and legal rights. The civil
rights movement, which was a
success pardy because of the sym-
pathy of many whites, seems to
nave provided those rights. Many
whites felt the job was done. A
little reflection should reveal how-
ever that the white sense of equal-
ity does not really come from the
exercise of his privilege of voting
an act which is significant but
minor in the stream of daily liv-
ing. Our sense of equality comes
from assurance about identity and
status it comes from the repeated
interpersonal contacts we have dur-
ing each minute of the day.
Those whites who have been
alone in foreign countries will
understand what it is to be with-
out the support which comes from
constant reassurance of identity.
The loss of this assurance destroys
self-confidenc- e. Without self-confiden- ce,
there can be no sense of
equality. Consequendy, blacks have
moved toward a new phase in their
(Continued on Page 3)
Page Two
Independents Edge
Establishment 54-4-3
Beginning in the fall of 1967,
the Institute of Politics has con-
ducted annually a political prefer-
ence poll. The purpose is to deter-
mine the strength of a political
party and independent indentifi ca-
tions among Wooster students.
Overall, a growing alienation from
parties has been evidenced.
Although some slight increases
in Democratic identification were
recorded, these were not very sig-
nificant, being within an accepted
margin of error. However, very
significant cumulative decreases in
the Republican column have oc
curred. At the same time, there
was a substantial cumulative in-
crease in the number of persons
who considered themselves inde
pendents.
This shift toward
.
the indepen-
dent column has been reflected by
the lessening degree of activity in
organized political activity, par
ticularly in that of the College
party clubs.
See the table below for com-
posite figures:
- Sept. 1967 Nov. 1968 Jan. 1970 Oct. 1970
Republican 46 30 27 24
Democrat 15 20 17 19
Independent 38 47 56 54
Undecided X X X 2
TOTAL
RETURNS 893 852 179 617
CAMPUS
POLLED 53 55 11 34
Key X indicated figures not available
indicated no such choice available prior to last poll
Some of the more important as-
pects of this year's data are: one,
the freshman class has the highest
proportion of independents. The
number of independents does not
seem to increase proportionately
with an increase of class standing
as in past polls, but, instead now
decreases. In other words, the
younger the student, the greater
probability of his indicating in-
dependent identification rather
than the older the student, etc.
This could be due to any one of
several factors or to a combination
of them a more open-minde- d
freshman class, a fad for independ-
ent affiliation, a developed and
critical opinion, or an emotional
radicalizing effect of the events of
last May. At the same time, the
senior class showed the least Re-
publican identification, in keeping
with past trends, but also showed
only a median Democratic identi-
fication and an independent group
about equal to that of the other
classes. Although the polling tech-
niques used were not very accur-
ate and the poll not broad enough
to cover possible influencing fac
tors, it can probably be safely said
that the current poll shows marked
changes jji the political orienta-
tion of t?campus.
Two, many more men responded
to the poll, at least as determined
from those students who provided
their names or dormitories. Of
those, there were more men than
women indicating Republican and
independent preferences and for
Democratic identification almost
an equal division of the sexes was
recorded.
Three, the last question was used
as a rough approximation of in-
terest in political activism, recog-
nizing that involvement in political
organizations is only one form of
activism. Almost no "Republicans
indicated an interest in political
activity (7Vz), the most active
being the independents (20) . Ac- -
cording to Steve Oesch's I.S. of
1968-69- , only 19 of the student
body could be considered activ-
ists" according to the results of a
broad survey question distributed
to over 600 students.
See the second table below for
comparison of the figures.
"... , CLASS SEX ACTIVITYIdentification
Fr So Jr Sr M F None BSA CD SAC YR
'
... No. 64 31 23 20 65 44 129 0 1 1 16Republican agc
. No. 57 23 14 25 47 40 101 2 14 2 0Democratn-
-
agc
TIndependent. . . No. 148 60 51 61 127 95 295 5 4 24 2age
'
... No. 7 2 3 2 5 1 12 0 1 2 0Undecided
ag(J
N No-- 1 X X X 1 X 2 X X X Xo answer age x xx x x x x x
Key: Answer optional on questionaire
Does not include present members or Kittredge dining hall
Additional polls will be con-
ducted by the Institute during the
year including a follow-u- p to this
poll in the spring. A Student Atti-
tude and Issues Poll will be con
ducted during November. Con-tinue- d
support of students will be
greatly appreciated by the staff
and by various persons using the
information gained.
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lottors To The Editor
IS OUR LEGGE ASLEEP?
To the Editor:
It is obvious that Rick Legge, in his Nov. 13
letter to the editor, has been ill informed. He stated
that he could not find "favoritism, racism, or biased
decisions on the part of any coach". I can tell
from this statement that Rick has not been around
athletics at The College of Wooster.
The fact that Blacks receive little recognition for
their weekly athletic performances is a clear sign
of favoritism, racism, or biased decisions. The
fact that brothers sit on the basketball bench until
the team is hopelessly behind, and are put in, ex
To find any article of Mr. Wagner's calibre in
any paper, is a disheartening experience. Not only
was the article badly written, something I have come
to expect of emotional harangues, but its placement
on the front page hints that the paper seemingly
approves of its content. It is this second point that
I find completely inexcusable.
I am more disappointed in the Editor, than Mr.
To the Editor:
Was that really high school revisited or are those
pected to do miracles, is again a clear sign of
favoritism, racism, or biased decisions.
It is obvious that Rick Legge is asleep. He re-
fers to the black Nov. 6 issue of Voice as a "rag".
In the year I have been at Wooster, the Voice has
been the total voice of the white Wooster students.
Now that the blacks have a chance to expose people
like Legge and express their talent and art, whites
are afraid that black autonomy will do them in.
Wake up, Legge, before you have a nightmare! ! !
Ed Gilbert
MOORE SHAKE-A-LEGG- E
To the Editor:
This is in response to the editorial page of the
last Voice in general and to Mr. Legge's comments
in particular.
Since I am not a participant in any of the col-
lege sports teams, I may not be as "in the know"
as you, Mr. Legge. However, as an observer who
is aware of the capabilities of many campus ath
letes, I feel that some male P.E. staff members
have a tendency to be racist, playing whomever
they desire and not those persons who are more
capable than others. I make reference here to
those damn good basketball players, black and
white, who never see more than five seconds of
action.
I'm sorry that people, including you, feel that
the "Roho" issue of Voice was racist. Now. if
my memory serves its purpose, there were articles
TRASH: HARD
written by white students, by white press services
in the issue in question. In other issues, the number
of articles written by blacks was in a great minority.
In the issue in question, the number of articles writ-
ten by whites was in a minority. Yet, the latter is
racist while the former is not? Come, come now,
my good man; Whom are you trying to fool?
Certainly not me.
There is no logical reason why an issue of the
Voice is not dedicated to each minority group rep-
resented on campus. The Voice as it stands, is
representative of the white majority on campus. A
little color here and there is good for the eyes.
Each minority has the right to a special Voice issue
if it so desires.
Power to the People!!
Libby Moore
TO SWALLOW?
Wagner, for not recognizing bias and undocumented
allegations. There will always be embittered persons
like Mr. Wagner, but it is up to the discerning edi-
tor to separate trash from objective editorialization.
At best, this article deserves mention as a "Letter
to the Editor". I do not begrudge Mr. Wagner his
opinion, as strongly as I disagree with it; what I
do object to, is "trash being shoved down my
throat" and then being told to accept it.
Bruce Elijah
BURP . . .
guys for real who were involved in the intimations
of violent reprisals on Dick Wagner for his satirical
commentary on "Beat Witt" week. That sort of
activity is intolerable in an academic community.
Is this place jus a post high school sanctuary for
immature boys and girls unable to cope with life
yet, or is it a community of contrasting individuals
participating in a diverse educational experience?
I think most of us feel it is the latter. Wagner's
article offered constructive criticism of a campus
activity that he and many others .felt contributed
little to that goal of a diverse educational experi-
ence.
Athletics can be a positive dimension of the COW
community, but as Wagner pointed out, too often
sports are a negative aspect. His article raised
some fundamental questions about the contribu-
tions of the Phys. Ed. Dept., such as they can
ONE OF THE
To the Editor:
Your Nov. 6 edition of the Voice was very in-
formative if not controversial in some areas but
at least very interesting. However, I feel I must
stand and be counted in regards to the article Phys
Ed a Reality?
I take extreme exception to this article and sug-
gest that Mr. Gilbert is wallowing in self-pit- y. I
quickly find a donor to provide for the expensive
frivalities of a "Beat Witt" week, yet seldom, if
ever, do they tap these resources for the benefit of
the college community. Consider the list of organi-
zations asking SGA for money, or the Participation
70 project, or the NOW fund ; they are all begging
for funds. Has the Phys. Ed. Dept. ever turned to
their sources to help these activities?
Wagner's article prompted more than some in-
quiries concerning athletics: it resulted in ques-
tions assessing Wooster's priorities. Answers to those
questions are not readily available because finan-
cial reports are too vague to substantiate any valid
conclusions. In view of the rising costs of tuition,
it is reasonable to seek more specific facts.
The intimidation resulting from this controversial
article is incongruous in this campus situation. This
community should expect better than gut reactions
from its members.
Charles Lindner
CHOSEN FEW
further ask that he do a complete examination of
his Soul and then in all Honesty and Fairness re-
consider his allegations and come to a more realis-
tic appraisal of his problem, what ever it is.
Remember, Mr.
few are chosen.
PLEA FOR UNITY
To the Editor:
It seems to me that there is a definite attempt
to smear a brother for upholding his position as
Lowry Center Board Chairman. It is indeed a sad
state of affairs when a Black man is publicly
harassed by a fellow Black. We as Black men and
women at the College of Wooster owe it to each
other not to publicly exhibit dislike among our-
selves. The Voice should not be the battleground
for personal feelings to be expressed or implied by
any students. In the last issue of the Voice a reply
Gilbert, many are called but
Dick Mueller
was published in regards to the editorial published
in the Nov. 6 issue of the Voice. I feel it was in
bad taste for the editor to negatively criticize the
Lowry Center Board Chairman for upholding his
position.
How can we as Black students survive if we
must stab each other in the back when there are
enough non-black- s to do it. Unity, Brother, not
disunity, is how we shall overcome Right On,
Right On!
Michelle Daniels
THE DOPE ON HARRINGTON
CPS George Harrington, who
told a Canadian Uuniversity Press
reporter that he had been indicted
by the Special State Grand Jury
which investigated the Kent State
May disorders, was not indicted by
that Grand Jury, according to a
staff member of the Portage
County Clerk of Courts.
Harrington, according to the
staff member, was indicted by a
regular county Grand Jury on
charges of selling a hallucinogen.
The Court assistant said that
Harrington was not on the list of
those indicted for alleged crimes
committed during May 1-- 4 on the
Kent State campus and in the
city of Kent.
Harrington had claimed he had
been indicted on charges of inten-
tion to incite a riot, inciting a riot,
arson, obstruction of justice, as-
saulting a police officer, assaulting
a fireman, and illegal flight to
avoid prosecution.
Harrington also told reporter
Brian Johnson that the telephone
lines of his friends in the United
States were tapped. He said he
would be arrested upon his re-
entry into the US. at Cleveland
(Continued on Page 3)
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MORE ON
Referendum
(Continued from Page 1)
affect the budgets of those organi-
zations operating under the stu-
dents' activity fee. The major
organizations funded are the
Voice, Lowry Center Board, the
Black Student Association, and
the Student Government Associa-
tion. Leaders of all these organiza-
tions have aided in establishing
the possibility of such a fund and
don't feel the success of their or-
ganization would be detrimentally
influenced by such a fund.
As stated earlier, slightly less
than half of the students at Woos-te- r
are on some type of financial
aid. Please demonstrate your
concern for those around you and
support the fund in the referendum
Monday.
Hey! You Woosterites, show
you've got some team spirit
this Saturday, and take part
in Wooster's Migration Day.
It's sponsored by the LCB
Travel Committee. For only
$2.00 you get a round-tri- p
bus ride, and a ticket for the
Ashland football game. The
bus leaves Lowry Center at 1
p.m. and will return immedi-
ately after the game. Please
sign up at the front desk:
we'll show Ashland we're
8 'n 1.
BUMMED OUT?
BY HAVING TO
STAND IN LINE
for
BRAISED LIVER?
DON'T
TAKE
IT!
Mom's Is Open
Priced Right for You
(
. . . AND WITHOUT
ALL THE HASSLE)
Mom's
Truck Stop
SONY . . .
RADIOS . . . COLOR TV
BLACK and WHITE TV
Enjoy Sony quality . . . lowest possible
prices . . . terms available. Come and
browse around in our tape and sound
department.
BENHET'S
PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
1811 BEAU AVE.
WEEKDAYS:
2:00-Si- gn on
The Asylum
3:55 News
4:00 Sports
4:05 Gorpas Morpus
5:30 News
5:45 Concert Hall
7:55 News
8:00-T- he Eclectic
9:00-J-am Factory
10:00-Ne- ws
10:15 Sports
ll:00-Ni-ght Owl
2:00-Si- gn Off
MORE ON
SATURDAY:
8:00-Si- gn On
Gorpus Morpus
10:00-T-he Mourning
After
ll:55-Ne- ws
12:00-T-he Dave
Bowers Show
1:45 Pre-Gam- e Show
2:00-Foot-ball
4:30 Asylum
5:30-Ne- ws
5:45 Gorpus Morpus II
7:55-Ne- ws
8:00 Jam Factory
10:00 News & Sports
10:20-Blata- ncy
12:00-Ni- ght Owl
VOICE Page Three
MORE ON
America's White Problem
(Continued from Page 1) --
long struggle in this country a
phase directed toward the root of
the problem: self-confiden- ce.
There are many people who say
that black culture is inferior when
it comes to helping people learn
to make money or keep clean
houses or some other standard of
status and identity. But the ques-
tion before the white man is the
one faced by the Samaritan and
the traveler in the ditch. What
comes first: the fact that a man
is a man and needs to be treated
like one? or the prejudice that
money and manners are more im-
portant than individual dignity
and self-respe- ct (if not self-preservatio- n)
?
The majority can, through force,
impose its own concepts of identity
and status on a minority. It takes
an awful lot of force. The south
has paid heavily in hard cash (and
culture) for the quantity of force
which such an imposition requires.
Surely no Christian or humanist
of any kind would consider that
route.
Can people's minds be changed
on this issue? A good many people
would rather be pessimistic about
the prospects. But the evidence is
that a massive change of mind in
this country began about 15 years
ago and made possible the political
climate for major legislation in
school integration, voting rights,
public accomodations integration,
and fair procedures in employment
and housing. The change can
continue through this most difficult
phase if whites will simply re-
flect on how easy it is to be white.
Obviously, excessive preoccupa-
tion with one's identity carries its
own hazards. In fact, Erik Erik-so- n,
the leading proponent of the
"identity thesis" argues that the
identity formation process is best
left at the unconscious level. Con-
scious preoccupation is usually
painful. But in our culture whites
For Sale: Panasonic stereo
with AM-F-M Radio and
BSR turntable. $100. Jim
Maiwurm, Ext. 524.
APPLIANCE
CENTER
Just North of the Campus
SUNDAY:
8:00-Si- gn On
Gorpus Morpus
10:00-T-he Mourning
After
ll:55-Ne- ws
12:00-Ecle- ctic
1:00 Broadway
Highlights
2:00-Asy- lum
3:55 News & Sports
4:05 Gorpus Morpus
5:30-Ne- ws
5:45 Concert Hall
8:00-Up- on My Word
8 :30-J-am Factory
10:00-Ne- ws
10:20-M- ae & Sal
are really responsible for the ques-
tioning of black identity. In a
way, it is time for whites to back
off and allow blacks to realize
their own potential for group iden-
tity development so that blacks
can afford to be unconscious about
it
Maybe this all calls for more
charity and intelligence than
whites or blacks are capable of.
But the' problem must be faced
honestly. In any case, the least
whites can do it to let the blacks
overcome for themselves obstacles
whites do not have to face.
Seniors Brenda Smith and
Joyce Moss, officers in the
Gamma Chapter of Phi Sigma
lota, Romance Language Hon-
or Society, along with Mrs.
Judy Mathys, instructor in
French, represented Wooster
at the Triennial National Con-
vention of the society.
The convention was held at
Louisiana State University in
Baton Rouge from Nov. 5 to
7. Wooster representatives
aided in committee work for
constitutional revision, expan-
sion, and finances.
FOR ALL YOUR
7ke CITIZENS
rAFUlf
(SERVICE,
UAJNK Public
Market at South
CITY
IMPORTED PIPES HAND BLENDED TOBACCOS
DELICATESSEN
PAPERBACK BOOKS
Open 6:30 a.m. 12:30
200 S. Market St.
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(Continued from Page 1)
bers of the Judicial Board to serve
as Hearing Counsels: non-votin- g,
pre- - hearing investigators and
friends of the Board. These stu-
dents are contacted as soon as a
case involving either the Code of
Academic Integrity or the Code of
Conduct has been referred to the
Judicial Board. It is their respon-
sibility to speak with the accused,
the accuser, and any other relevant
party before the occasion of the
hearing, so that the members of
the Board might have an objective
source of comprehensive informa-
tion concerning the case. The
Hearing Counsel may or may not
be asked to summarize the details
of the infraction before the start
of the hearing.
Thus, the Referee is not a mem-
ber of the Judicial Board and acts
as a neutral party only in cases
of alleged academic dishonesty.
On the other hand, the Hearing
Counsel, as a non-votin- g friend of
the Board, acts as a pre-hearin- g
investigator in cases of both al-
leged academic dishonesty and
alleged social infractions.
While most of this has been de-
voted to the clarification of the
duties of the Judicial Board and
the Referee, we would like to stress
that the ultimate success of our
academic and social codes rests
on the student body. As many of
you may remember, the Code of
Academic Integrity was born out
of a belief that each student and
faculty member is responsible for
the maintenance of intellectual
honesty. To quote the Code, "This
responsibility requires that each
individual confront the problem
of academic dishonesty personally
when it comes to his attention,"
either directly, o r indirectly
(through the Referee).
Likewise, the College Code of
Conduct recognizes individual re-
sponsibility and, in addition, cm- -
BANKING NEEDS
NATIONAL.
Woostir.Ohio
Member
Square '
1955 Cleveland Rrf.
NEWS
MAGAZINES
a.m. Sunday 'til 10:00
Phone 262-51- 51
phasizef the self-governi- ng nature
of each residential unit. Accord-
ingly, in cases involving alleged
infractions of the Code of Conduct
committed by members of the unit
within the residential unit (for ex-
ceptions, see p. 16-1- 7 Scots Key)
the Hall Council, not the Judicial
Board, will be the hearing body.
Students and faculty are urged
to re-rea- d the academic and social
codes. Questions should be ad-
dressed to Don Dewald, Chairman
of the-Judici- al Board.
MORE ON
Harrington
(Continued from Page 2)
Hopkins airport more than two
weeks ago.
Paul Petrella, a detective with
the Kent city police department,
said that Harrington had been in-
dicted by the Grand Jury for "sale
of drugs". Petrella said Harring-
ton was arrested at Hopkins air-
port on Oct. 22 after one of Har-
rington's "friends" tipped the state
police that he was coming back
into the country.
No one at Kent is certain as to
why Harrington lied, but no one
at Kent knows Harrington, either.
Speculation at Kent is that he
dropped into town for a few days
to sell some drugs, and then
quietly left.
Wanted: Straight person or
freak (willing to sacrifice his
principles) to be VOICE ad
manager. MONEY. Travel.
Meet exciting people. Apply
VOICE office.
a ft i n
FOR DRUGS
1725 Cleveland Road
'Closest to the Campus'
FOB AIR
RESEWOnS
THE SMOOTH TIAVEJ. WAY
3
264-989- 9
Wooster Auto Club
Sipccnsi'' DCnase :I?nSSS.
SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI
764 PITTSBURGH AVENUE WOOSTER, OHIO
Phone 262-71- 36
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Scot Highlights
by Tom Hill
VOICE Sports Editor
Coach Bob Nye, head mentor of the Fighting Scot hooters, told
Voice sports this week that he wanted "to express his thanks to all
of the great support by Wooster fans this season. Without their loyalty,
an integral part of the season would have been lost." Today and to-
morrow the Scot hooters are at Delaware, bidding for their first
NCAA Regional tournament win in five years. Let's show Coach Nye
that OUR support has not faded yet by travelling to Delaware and
cheering the team to victory! ...
A few misconceptions by a fellow VOICE staff member,
concerning predominantly football allocations, should be hereby
corrected. In Mr. Dick Wagner's front-pag- e article of last week,
he repeated the question which a few people on this campus
have been asking since last school year, "hey school, where are
your priorities?" Among others, he falsely attacked three points:
a $20 expense for the "Victory Express"; "all that practice equip-
ment"; and "the athletic department slush fund."
In the first case, Mr. Jack Lengyel paid the total cost, $22, out
of his own pocket for the enthusiastic "Victory Express." In no way
was this paid for out of student funds or the football budget. On the
second point, nearly all of the football practice equipment is an ac-
cumulation from past years. The newest and one of the most ex-
pensive items, the Tack-L-Mati- c, is loaned to the school by the Hooker
Tack-L-Mati-c Co. for experimental purposes. Mr. Lengyel is an ad-
visor to this company, and in return for his free work, the school
is given free repairs on all major practice equipment.
Finally, in confronting Mr. Bob Bruce, Athletic Director for
the College, the point of an "athletic department slush fund"
is found to be absurd. The athletic department maintains what
is called the "Athletics General" for such purposes of paying
NCAA and OAC dues, office supplies, a part-tim- e student secre-
tary, overtime wages for grounds people working on athletic
fields, and many other important items. But this essential part of
the athletic budget is by far not a "slush fund" in any sense.
On the lighter side of things, here are my final predictions for
this season. Remaining at 69 percent on 18 of 26 picks for the sea-
son, here goes my final thrust for a 70 percentile this year. The Scots
have been a dedicated team all season, and I see no reason why they
should falter now; make it, SCOTS 13, Ashland 7. Although the
Bucks have not been impressive, they are in the same position as
Michigan was in last year. Make it, OSU 27, Michigan 24.
Not only have the Browns consistently wrecked my predic-
tions column, but they even caused one member of my Section
to break his mirror which means seven years of bad luck! (For
turn, or the Browns your guess is as good as mine!) Make it,
HOUSTON over the Browns, 20-1- 7, and the BENGALS over Pitts-
burgh, 21-1- 7.
ON THE SQUARE
THE GIFT CORNER
Where College Students Will Find
the Newest Selection of
. Costume Jewelry
INCENSE AND BURNERS
Christmas Cards
Southwest Corner Public Square
264-611- 7
VOICE Friday, November 20, 1970
GosiH Chme For Hsotfers h NCAA
As the first seeded team in this
weekend's NCAA Mideast Regional
tournament, the Fighting Scots
soccer team has a good chance of
reaching tomorrow's finals at 2
p.m. in Delaware, Ohio. Wooster
faces Denison today at 2:30, an
Ohio Conference foe which the
Scots beat 3-- 1 in the regular
season.
But the Big Red, seeded
fourth, is no pushover with a
9-4-
-1 regular season mark
against such competition as
Ohio University and Akron. Be-
sides the loss to Wooster, Deni-son- 's
other loss came at the
hands of Ohio Wesleyan, the
host school and third seeded
team. The Scots defeated OWU
by the same score, 3-- 1, during
the season.
This is the Scots' fifth straight
trip to the Regional, but this
seems to be the most promising
team yet. Wooster carries a 10-1-- 11
record into the tourney, a
school record, against such
teams as Akron, Michigan State,
Bowling Green and Jacksonville.
But in the four previous years,
the Scots have failed to win in
seven tournament games. In
three of those four years, Whea-to- n
has stopped Wooster with
a one-go- al victory in the first
round.
If all goes as it should, the two
dGs Una ITnnaall Ollaslh
Dedicated ' to the seniors, the
Scot gridders will meet the Ash-
land Eagles tomorrow in the final
clash between these two arch-riv- al
schools. The Scots will be bidding
for their finest season record since
the '34 team went 8-- 1.
The Scots will have to respect
Ashland's .running game. For ex-
ample, against Witt, the Eagles
racked up 235 total offensive
yards, 27 yards less than the
Tigers' total. Personnel-wise- , Larry
Johnson, a halfback, and Frank
Thomas, a fullback, are the lead-
ing ball carriers on the Eagles'
squad. A sophomore, Johnson
averaged nine yards per carry
against Witt, including a 72 yard
TD run.
Diagnosing tomorrow's clash,
Scot mentor Jack Lengyel re-
marked, "They'll have a good
year if they beat us. As far as
we are concerned, a win, or
loss, will make the difference be-
tween a fine season and a great
season. It's a must game for us."
As usual, the Scots found rain
and cold weather at Oberlin Satur-
day when they dropped the Yeo-
men, 19-6- , to up Wooster's season
record to 6-- 1 in the OAC and 7-- 1
overall. Lengyel pointed to the
Scots making the critical down
plays and Gary Vendemia's TD
Harriers 5-- 4
by John Brown
VOICE Sports Writer
The Wooster cross country team
ended a successful campaign Sat-
urday, crushing Oberlin, 19-3- 7.
The victory capped a winning 5-- 4
season, in addition to a respectable
sixth place in the GLCA Champi-
onship and an outstanding fourth
place in the OAC Championship
their finest OAC finish in years.
Capturing first place in the
Oberlin meet, senior co-capta- in
Ray Day finished with a time of
21:48. Although an Oberlin run-
ner finished second at 22.12, the
Scots won the next four positions.
Freshman Andy Naumoff came
in a close third in 22:16. Follow-
ing him through the chute were
sophomore Bob Brown, freshman
Mark Bean, and senior co-capta- in
Ed Mikkelson respectively.
Grumbacher Art Supplies
(Student Discount!
WOOSTER OFFICE EQUIPMENT
143 N. Market Street
pass to Ron Showalter as the key
plays of the game. Among other
things, he was pleased with the
defensive play of freshman Mark
DeFeo who intercepted one pass
and recovered one fumble.
Four Scotties won berths
to play in the Great Lakes
Sectional at Detroit tomor-
row following their excellent
play in Saturday's Sub-Sectio- nal
field hockey event at
Dayton.
Junior Linda Fullhart won
first team honors, while sen-
iors Joan Hayden and Cindy
Rutan made the third team
and freshman Fancie Rendall
made the fourth team. Four
teams will be chosen to rep-
resent the Great Lakes region
in the Nationals at Lancaster,
Pa. over the Thanksgiving
vacation.
schools are on a collision course
to meet again. "We have a good
chance of winning it all this year,"
Coach Nye said before the tour-
ney. Record-wis- e, the Scots are
the team to beat.
Follow the Scot soccer team
at the NCAA Tournament on
WCWS, 91.9 FM. The game
Saturday will be broadcast at
either 10 or 1 o'clock.
LAST CHANCE!
ONLY A FEW
SPACES LEFT
on the
LONDON
THEATRE
TOUR
See Dr. Logan
IMMEDIATELY
Happy
Thanksgiving
FLAIR TRAVEL
346 EAST BOWMAN ST.
JUST OFF THE CAMPUS
264-650- 5
Freshmen! Follow the advice
of upper classmen open your
ThriftiCheck account first thing
Zoom on down and put your money into a
MM
Personal Checking Account
where you can keep t safe, yet handy. 1
Thri&iChecks are a student's best friend helpers in the fre-
netic fight for solvency.
Your free ThrStiCheckbook cover comes in the colors of your
college, stamped wBh the college emblem. No minimum bal-
ance needed, low, low cost with no surprise charges. YouH
feel Eke aa upper classman yourself, with name-printe- d
ThrifcCbeda.
Inddentafly, we welcome strollers too if you'd rather stroll
The Vayne County national Bank
Cleveland-Bea- d Office Public Square Office
Where do they go, these quick ones
Who enter without knocking; from the dust? ;
They are like clear fish in muddy ponds
and dimly like men, thickly tracing the tenets of dreams.
I know the crystal look of .moons they have.
The moon settled finely in lines on their foreheads,
it paled their cheeks and,- - . ' -
startled at my mirror, 1 remember how like a halo it shone
They came poised and desperate,
grasping any poem that loved 'their sadness. -
There were -- books, and the feeding of five thousand birds,
and there was so much glancing up from prayers.
They cried, they needed fruit and milk;
they needed names of ancestors and kings.
And at the end(I know how they stand at the window on one leg,
I know how they go to the door.)
they always speak softer.
They ask --for food and directions,
then they smile. - "
So I wrap up apples easily and .slow,
and then they wait.
So I, pointing out Polaris, rhyme long sentences,
and they, believing gravely that I see beyond
my finger," straighten. :
I lie ' . 'J " :- -- .
They admire my serenity:
I lie serenely.
Some of us must live.
Theyjiave their maps and their misty roads.
And I do not even have footprints.
C. Shepp
mm v f i j) J
Tactile". Minds. Grope. Across. Cosmic. Sreasts.
k Stoa pnckltbuSb
cvr oftuirs.
SUMMER AFTERNOON
Yellow girl: " WISH FOR A FRIEND IN SAN FRANCISCO
hair of sand,
dress of sunflowers. Child of the fire peoplelifted like . m - glowing your life westward toward the sea,'dandelion seeds " water spirit slapping against your frail
softly in light. trembling legs. .
Stand firm In that ocean forme and
Spinning slowly scoop out your mind past the last
in the orange chair, breaker of uncertainty.
color of peach pits, Child of the tranquil wisdom of Indians,laughing merge your soul with. the immensity of the
shrilly bubbling sand crystals and the sweet tangle of seaweed
like first mutterlngs . that wreathes in your long brown hair,
of a teapot. twisting no visions of mankind...
Child of the darkness, dance through the waves
Pinwheel girl for me, arms and legs spinning' .gleeful blurr endlessly free, patterns of gladness. "
whirling whirling whirling. ' " r
' L. . Leonard
Where is the breeze
-- that turns you here?
- R. Cameron
RING OF LIPS
The beat of my feet
As I run down ridges
Of your bodies.
My words- - are never, my own.
Even when I type out sounds,
Your dresses flash
As I close my eyes quietly.
Your voice dances
In the huge halls
Of my lungs.
Gull sweep,
Your-leg- s form
A gentle ring of lips.
WHEN I CLASP MY HANDS
When I clasp my hands
Two flies can be seen
Berserkly hooking.'
My bones are tiny filaments.
I am so small without you
That when I walk outside,
Rabbits open up,
And let me pick chewed lettuce
From. their teeth.
PROOF
The wind blows words,
Clyde looks up,
Yep. Yep. Yep.
DID YOU KNOW DESCARTES
SLEPT TO NOON EVERY MORNING?
the brashing of a tree limb
like a" bugle '
and everywhere
cars mothering the streets
don't bring Descartes
home for breakfast!
the window was discovered
silently" creeping open
air
charging past the bed
like great white bears
that run to the rocks
and copulate
all over the country
summer camps could be heard
rising to shine
their delicate bodies
in the sun
knots groaned
coming together
sheets were ceremoniously
raised
in our own back yards
J. Grablll
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
NOV.
19,20,21 Star Spangled Girl
20
21
23
DEC
2
The Prime of Miss Jean
Brod ie
Internatlon House Party
Christmas Bazaar begins
Poetry Reading Novy
Anne SextonSylvia Plath
Never Give A Sucker
an Even Break plus
Spanky and Our Gang
The Bank Dick (W.C. Fields) Mateer
Spanky and Our Gang .
Scott uditorium 8:15
Mateer 7,9:30
Babcock
Art Center
LC 119
Mateer
9-- 12
4:30
7,9
7,9
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I think my pirate has locked me in his cabin
while he stays above
on deck
steering the ship
Sometimes I. think I could escape
should escape
sighing
but our eyes would meet in the passageway
as I fled ;
. t '
he would not touch me
he would let me go" " .
But his eyes
I would see his eyes,
and know my world hides in his eyes
and to escape would be to go nowhere
into no th ing
So I wait until he tires for just awhile
of steering the ship
and returns to his cabin where I have been wait
securely locked
I search his eyes
to see if I can see
to see if I can discover
my world
But their depths of sea-gre- en wisdom
are cast over by thick brown nets
tired brown nets
they have no energy to untangle themselves
and let the sea pour out
and let my world burst forth
They close
my pirate's eyes close
and he sleeps
with me beside him
waiting
--B- LC
-- 4-
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Hunting
I was walking when you brought the horses.
I thought I wanted to be alone.
I thought I was alone.
For the dusty road I left my home,for the mountains I lost my way.
And then galloping by
with his white mane free,
with your black hair trailing out the sky
and letting go -
you came.
With the horses you came thundering,
two horses and you came silently.
Seven nights and toward the moon we rode
swept up in the running
swept out in the wind.
I have no memories of stopping
except on a hill where the fence was down
and the cows with their calves
were not sleeping.
Their bells were like water,
as young as our voices but slow.
I was not brave:
twice I would have turned back.
Four times I saw ice on the streams.
We passed the moon, suddenly. And
the sun hung always low in the trees
beyond.
One time the sun rose behind your head and
one time it caught in your eyes. -
I remember soft forests:
the burs and the cones the wind combed
through our cloaks,
the dense forests .we approached so long,
the great damp forest,
at its edge.
When I thought it would eat meI slept.
And you led. by my bridle
so gently;
I awoke calm in the dawning wood.
Looking about,
I trembled. You smiled.
Closer Than Shadows
Closer than shadows :
as if shadows cast
turned to reflections, as if
our dark forms shimmered.
In the afternoon, animals
drop suddenly from trees .
And now
it is the things I trust
that frighten me.
What is there left
as the blue down feathers grow
steadily in the sky
close to the vulnerable skin of the sky; -
as finally manifest -
from the substance of our dreams
the dawn does come.
It bears no faint resemblance to fire.It is clear blue.
At the end of night
it is not the sun, but the growing brighter
I love,
I hear the noises of drunken frogs
and-raccoo- n children eating in the night.
Sometimes at the end of an empty week
I think the soldiers will come.
Whether death frees us to march to the sea
or for revolution we leave our house
I plead not to be left behind.
And I sit here so silent, so maimed by dread,
I hear the rebels in the hall
without moving.
I am grazing deeply to my knees
in the orchard grass
and at some secret appointed hour
from the tree- -
every leaf flies off.
Dear God, keep my blood inside my head.
Jesus, keep my body from the flies.
C. Shepp
1
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The Briefcase
Blue Fawn and they folded
in my arms dry In my hands,
can you still -feel ' Once I nuzzled
my warm fingers your long neck
against your sun-spott- ed back?
.felt it cold
against my breath
Sitting still and I dropped ihoping you will kick - two, tears .
your .young black hooves . into your blue .
against my aching thighs ; glazed eyes.
and rise to run ' ' '
laughing with - ' "." And I know
your white tail - . we most go .
in the red sun; and I will carry you
XX - : " before the day ends;
Wounded fawn, - .. ' ' .;
I held your '.' :' : -- t ' ' .;"
'soft fine ears R. Cameron
An unusual evening,
A cozy room, the two of us
And a briefcase,
My life contained within it.
We both sit in expectation, . -
Awaiting its inevitable unveiling, . '." f .
Yet we wait for separate reasons:
You for its secrets
And I for relief...
How can I re lease ! It?
The clasp on the case,
Glowing without light,
Is unfastened,
Revealing to your eyes
Words, hot and' heavy, vj
You glance them over
With innocent eyes,
And I begin to pray...
You neither love them nor hate them;
You cannot even fathom them
And, for that matter,
Neither can I.
I stare with past glances,
Knowing my feelings
Before they arrive,
My written words
Piteously returning my vacant stare.
A buried laugh of absurdity
Echoes in my headr
"What's the use?"
But utility does exist,
And I thirst not
For. that assurance:
Rather, I hunger
For a god sent reason
To wait...
Wait.. i Wait..!
Postpone the inevitable!
So I suck my selfish sponge
Until it is dry.
All my crying, all my tears
Lie in a leather briefcase,
And what do I own .
But my tears?
A leather briefcase, full of tears...
P. Shambarger
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The love of friends is embrace
deep and patient
One' s , warm
foundations
and internal temples '
of hallowed bright bone
and stars ..
CCCCC I
Seeing
.but not stretched in,
the surface tension that
keeps us packed on our bones
And hopefully through
since I desire
knowingly
to melt into flesh
Sick and still as death,Breathing the thick air aga
I stare above me
At the flat celling.
If your face would intervene
In the air between---
I open my eyes
To see you bend over me.
I can lift my hand.
L. Allison
MJ ,0.-- n
- For Eric and Laurie
Tzu , and , Jan ;
' on that day surely
all was made of breast skin
Two band shells were constructed
facing one another
like a drawn and halved egg
Tunes and echos flew between them like loom threads
The crowd (and not just the usual dowagers,
either)
said this is Arthur Feeler's best show.
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